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Why Choose Aladon?
We are a global network of asset reliability professionals delivering 
a set of proven methodologies for managing the risk and reliability 
of physical assets in an organization. Our network has successfully 
and efficiently helped clients apply reliability best practices in over 
80 countries over the past three decades—delivering extensive 
training and industrial expertise along with world-class asset care 
strategies. In fact, more people have attended Aladon Reliability 
Centered Maintenance (RCM) training courses worldwide than 
those of any other methodology.

Simply put, we give you the tools you need to improve the way 
your company manages assets to control costs and boost 
overall productivity. From reliability reviews during the design or 
engineering phase through Condition Assessment and Asset Life 
Extension Management to RCM3™ and RBI3™, our full life cycle 
methodologies are focused on increasing asset value through 
reducing the cost of ownership and increasing return.

Our Network 
Our Member Organizations are comprised of leaders who 
understand the changing face of maintenance and asset 
management today. They are visionaries who promote the value-
added application of Aladon world-class best practices and 
strategies. These Member Organizations are made up of Certified 
Aladon Practitioners who apply their extensive training and 
industrial expertise in facilitating, training, coaching, and mentoring 
our clients in successfully deploying world-class asset care 
strategies all over the globe. We understand the local language, 
customs, and regulations… because our members are located all 
around the world. 

Mining and Minerals Experience
Experienced in all sectors of the mining industry, the Aladon team 
works globally to implement standardized processes and methods 
to improve safety and reliability of operations. Our priorities are 
focused on safety and environmental sustainability as we work to 
increase utilization and uptime for your company’s facility. 

Our experience includes both surface and underground minerals 
and commodities. We specialize in mobile equipment both in 
maintenance and operations and continuously collaborate with 
our Technology Partners to improve how we address equipment 
related issues. 
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Aladon Methodologies
Our goal is to help you proactively manage every phase of the asset life cycle. And, we do so by delivering a portfolio 
of reliability training and services that is unmatched in the industry. 

Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) 

Whether you’re starting up a new facility, expanding an existing one, or buying or designing new equipment, our 
robust processes for evaluating reliability in design will help eliminate unnecessary startup costs and delays while 
reducing change orders and modifications during construction and build phases. 

Reliability Centered Design (RCD)™

An extension to the FMECA process, RCD helps design engineers integrate reliability considerations into the design 
process. Our systematic approach not only saves capital spending and design time, but also dramatically increases 
the return on asset value.  

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)

The RCM methodology is purpose-built to optimize the asset maintenance program of your company or facility. The 
final outcome of an RCM program is the implementation of a strategy to help your team ensure that any physical 
asset, system or process continues to do whatever you want it to do in its present operating context. Increasing 
equipment reliability is key and can result in any number of positive outcomes; including reduced downtime, 
increased productivity, and reduced overall maintenance costs. 

Root Cause Failure Analysis (RCFA)

RCFA is the leading methodology for determining what must be done to ensure that any negative deviation in 
performance for any asset or system WILL NOT HAPPEN AGAIN (within tolerable levels of risk as defined in the 
organization’s asset management system).

Improve Reliability.
Reduce Risk.
Simplify Asset 
Management.
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The Aladon methodologies are integrated to provide a best practice-based approach 
throughout the life cycle of your assets.  We work with trusted technology partners to 
provide the best solutions for effectively and efficiently executing the work required. 

Want to learn more? Contact Aladon today to discover how our highly trained reliability 
experts can help your Mining or Minerals operation solve even the toughest asset reliability 
challenges.

Our decision logic assists companies in selecting the correct process, formal or informal, based on consequences 
and risk exposure. Once the approach is determined, our highly trained RCFA facilitators will register the RCFA and 
lead the analysis.

Condition Assessment (CA) and Asset Life Extension Management (ALEM)

A CA reviews and analyzes equipment information and data in order to determine estimated remaining life of a 
particular asset. The assessment includes the collection of field data using analytical tools and drone technology in 
cases of hard to reach or unsafe areas. The information gathered and analyzed during a CA is valuable for strategic 
decision making, including repair vs. replacement decisions, asset selection and evaluation, due diligence, and more. 
The Aladon methodology involves a structured workshop, where staff experienced in operating and maintaining 
the assets assign condition grades for individual or groupings of assets with similar characteristics (location, age, 
material). Our ALEM study results in a comprehensive understanding of the condition of assets and related risk issues 
– including specifically what is required to continue the safe and effective operation of the asset. 
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